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Marc Quincampoix Laboratoire de Mathématiques, UMR 6205, Université de Bretagne Occidentale, 29200 Brest, France, [email protected] We represent any repeated game with partial monitoring as an abstract repeated game with full monitoring where outcomes are probability measures, to be interpreted as the “maximal information” the players can obtain in the original game. One of our objectives is to define and generalize Blackwell’s approachability theory in this space of probability measures. We characterize approachable sets with, as usual, a simple and complete formulation for convex sets. Translated back into the original games with partial monitoring, these results provide the first necessary and sufficient approachability condition. As there is not a unique way to define averages of probability measures, we also investigate the case of displacement interpolation. We obtain similar results along with rates of convergence. Keywords: Blackwell’s approachability; partial monitoring; optimal transportation; Wasserstein space MSC2000 subject classification: Primary: 91A20; secondary: 91A50 OR/MS subject classification: Primary: games/group decisions; secondary: noncooperative History: Received December 2, 2011; revised April 5, 2013, and February 27, 2014. Published online in Articles in Advance December 10, 2014.



1. Introduction. Approachability is a concept applying in two-person repeated games with payoffs in some Euclidean space 4✓k 1 ò · ò5. A player can approach a given target set E ⇢ ✓k , if he can ensure that, after some stage and with high probability, the average payoff will always remain close to E. First introduced by Blackwell [7], this tool became very useful and widely studied in game theory (for instance, to construct optimal strategies Kohlberg [16] in games with imperfect information Aumann and Maschler [6]) and in machine learning (typically, for regret minimization Blackwell [8]). A game with vector payoff is described by two finite action sets, denoted by I for player 1 and J for player 2 and a vector payoff mapping ê from I ⇥ J to ✓k . As usual, this mapping is extended to X ⇥ Y by P ê4x1 y5 = ⇧x1 y 6ê4i1 j57 2= i1 j xi yj ê4i1 j5, where X 2= „4I5 and Y 2= „4J 5 stand for the sets of probability measures over I and J . At stage n 2 , players choose simultaneously xn 2 X and yn 2 Y and this generates the P stage vector payoff ên = ê4xn 1 yn 5 2 ✓k . We denote the average payoff over the first n stages by ê¯ n = nm=1 êm /n. More generally, we will use the convention that an overlined quantity stands for a time average. Using concentration inequalities (see, e.g., Cesa-Bianchi and Lugosi [12]), all results we obtain actually hold when players choose pure actions in 2 I and jn 2 J , at random accordingly to xn and yn , as in the original framework of Blackwell [7]. 1.1. A quick reminder on approachability with full monitoring. In games with full monitoring, and this is a crucial assumption, both players observe the action played by their opponent at stage n before moving to the stage n + 1. Before defining approachability in this framework, we need the following notations. Given a closed set E ⇢ ✓k , we denote by ÁE 4z5 = 8e 2 E3 d4z1 E5 = òz É eò9 the set of closest points to z in E and by d4z1 E5 = òz É ÁE 4z5ò the distance to E. The set E ⇢ ✓k is approachable by player 1 if, for all ò > 0, he has a strategy such that, after some stage N 2 , d4ê¯ n 1 E5  ò, for every strategy of player 2 and n N . In a dual way, a set E is excludable by player 2, if there exists Ñ > 0 such that the complement of E Ñ = 8ó 2 ✓k 3 d4ó1 E5 < Ñ9, the Ñ-neighborhood of E, is approachable by player 2. In words, player 1 can approach a set E ⇢ ✓k if he has a strategy such that the average payoff converges to E, uniformly with respect to the strategy of player 2. Blackwell [7] provided a geometric condition ensuring the approachability of a closed set E. Such a set E ⇢ ✓k is then called “a B-set” and it satisfies 8 é 2 ✓k 1 9 p 2 ÁE 4é51 9 x 2 X1 ìê4x1 y5 É p1 é É pî  01 596



8y 2 Y0
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Equivalently As Soulaimani et al. [4], the B-set condition can be formulated using the set NCE 4q5 of proximal normals to E at q (see Bony [9]) as
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8 p 2 E1 8 q 2 NCE 4p51 9 x 2 X1 8 y 2 Y 1 ìê4x1 y5 É p1 qî  00



(1)



The concept of B-set is highly relevant to approachability as results of Blackwell [7], Hou [17], and Spinat [29] show that E is approachable if and only if it contains a B-set. In the specific case of closed and convex sets, Blackwell [7] also gave a complete characterization of approachable sets: 4C app.5 () 8 y 2 Y 1 9 x 2 X1 ê4x1 y5 2 C0 (2) Interestingly, a closed and convex set is always either approachable or excludable.



1.2. Approachability in games with partial monitoring. With partial monitoring, a general framework that appears in game theory and in machine learning (see, for instance, Aumann and Maschler [6], Mertens et al. [22], Rustichini [26], Cesa-Bianchi and Lugosi [12], Lugosi et al. [20], Lehrer and Solan [19], Perchet [23], Perchet [24], and references therein), players do not observe directly their payoffs or the choices of their opponents but they receive signals or messages. We stress that full monitoring is a specific case of partial monitoring, when the signals contain enough information. Apart from a payoff mapping, a game with partial monitoring is described by a message1 mapping s2 J ! ✓d extended linearly to Y . At stage n, if players choose xn 2 X and yn 2 Y , then the vector payoff is still ên = ê4xn 1 yn 5 but it is not observed by player 1; he only receives the signal s4yn 5, which belongs to the range S ⇢ ✓d of s. On his side, we assume that player 2 observes xn . Formally, a strategy of player 1 is a S mapping from S his set of finite histories n2 4X ⇥ S 5n into X, while a strategy of player 2 is a mapping from n2 4Y ⇥ X5n into Y . Approachability is defined with partial monitoring exactly as with full monitoring (only the set of available strategies to player 1 changes). For notational purpose, we introduce the multivalued mapping (or correspondence) p from X ⇥ S into ✓k defined by p4x1 å5 = ê4x1 y5 for y 2 Y such that s4y5 = å 1 and we also define ån = s4yn 5 and pn = p4xn 1 ån 5. It is also almost immediate (see, e.g., Perchet [24]) to see that a closed set E is approachable by player 1 if and only if he has a strategy such that the sequence 4p¯ n 5n of Minkowski averages “converges” to E, i.e., if the following quantity goes to zero: ✓ Pn ◆ m=1 zm d4p¯ n 1 E5 2= sup d4z1 E5 = sup · · · sup d 1E 0 n zn 2pn z1 2p1 z2p¯ n Trying to build estimates of unobserved payoffs and to make them converge might not be possible—except for specific cases, such as the minimization of external regret (Lugosi et al. [20], Rustichini [26]). Attempts were made to circumvent this issue, notably by Aumann and Maschler [6] and Kohlberg [16] in repeated games with incomplete information. An idea is to consider strategies that are defined, not as functions of the payoffs, but as functions of the past messages. This enabled Lehrer and Solan [19] to prove the existence of strategies satisfying some consistency property and Perchet [24] to provide a complete characterization of approachable convex sets that extends the one of Blackwell to the partial monitoring case. This characterization (see also Kohlberg [16] for a specific case) can be stated as follows: 4C app.5 () 8 å 2 S 1 9 x 2 X1 p4x1 å5 ⇢ C0



(3)



Actually, this result is the first concerning approachability with partial monitoring in a general setup. Unfortunately, existing techniques of proofs have several severe drawbacks. They only apply to closed and convex sets and they cannot explain an unexpected feature of approachability with partial monitoring: there exist closed and convex sets that are neither approachable nor excludable (Perchet [24]). As far as elegancy is concerned, we also aim at finding natural arguments and techniques suitable for full and partial monitoring. Most of these issues can be resolved using the new concept of purely informative game introduced below. 1



Partial monitoring could also be defined with random signals depending on the action of both players, as in Mertens et al. [22] and Rustichini [26]. However, this framework can easily be embedded into ours, using concentration inequalities and by playing by blocks, see Lugosi et al. [20] and Perchet [24]. The only cost is worst rates of convergence; yet those are beyond the scope of this paper, so we can focus on the “deterministic” framework.
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1.3. The purely informative game: The motivations. Before defining this abstract and theoretical game, let us motivate it. Unlike with full monitoring, payoffs are unobserved with partial monitoring; to unify both frameworks, we shall construct strategies that rely not on the sequence of payoffs but only on the sequence of observations. In the original framework of Blackwell, the observation at stage n is the pair 4xn 1 yn 5 written, for technical reasons, as Ñxn Ü Ñyn , where Ñx 2 „4X5 and Ñy 2 „4Y 5 are the Dirac masses put respectively on x 2 X or y 2 Y and Ü represents the product measure. We also denote the average observations by taking averages in the usual sense by linear interpolation: Pn m=1 Ñxm Ü Ñym 4x Ü y5n = 2 „4X ⇥ Y 51 n i.e., for any Borel set F ⇢ X ⇥ Y , Pn Pn m=1 ⌧84xm 1 ym 52F 9 m=1 Ñxm Ü Ñym 4F 5 4x Ü y5n 4F 5 = = 0 n n We emphasize this definition as there are several ways to define barycenters of probability measures. For instance, 4x Ü y5n is not necessarily equal to Ñx¯n Ü Ñy¯n , which is another way to aggregate observations. Another possible definition appears in Agueh and Carlier [1], where the barycenter is defined as the probability distribution that minimizes the average distance to all Ñxm Ü Ñym . This formulation is helpful in this framework because of the following immediate property: ê¯ n 2 E ,



n n 1X 1X ê4xm 1 ym 5 2 E , ⇧ 6ê7 2 E , ⇧4xÜy5n 6ê7 2 E n m=1 n m=1 Ñxm ÜÑym



, 4x Ü y5n 2 E˜ 2= q 2 „4X ⇥ Y 5 s.t. ⇧q 6ê7 2 E 0



(4) (5)



The actual payoff mapping ê appears in the first term through the sequence ê¯ n and, in the last term, only in ˜ It does not appear, and this is a crucial point, in the sequence Ñx Ü Ñy . the definition of the target set E. m m In particular, the knowledge of ê is irrelevant as soon as E˜ is given. Our key argument immediately extends to partial monitoring. Indeed, observations at stage n become the pair 4xn 1 ån 5 written as before as Ñxn Ü Ñån and this leads to p¯ n ⇢ E ,



n n 1X 1X p4xm 1 åm 5 ⇢ E , ⇧ 6p7 ⇢ E , ⇧4xÜå5n 6p7 ⇢ E n m=1 n m=1 Ñxm ÜÑåm



, 4x Ü å5n 2 E˜ 2= q 2 „4X ⇥ S 5 s.t. ⇧q 6p7 ⇢ E 1



(6) (7)



where the expectations are in Aumann’s sense (see Aubin and Frankowska [5]): they are the sets of all integrals of measurable selections of p. Again, once E˜ is given, the knowledge of the actual payoff mapping ê, of the message mapping s or of the correspondence p is irrelevant. We will rewrite the approachability problem with partial and full monitoring in a common setup, only in terms of the sequences of Ñxn Ü Ñyn or Ñxn Ü Ñån . This is the basic idea behind the purely informative game: to forget the payoff and the signaling structure, to consider the sequence of observations and to make it converge ˜ The original target set and the structural mappings appear only in the choice of this to some well-chosen set E. ˜ The forms of (4)–(5) and (6)–(7) indicate that approachability with full and partial monitoring should set E. have the same structure: this is the case when approachability is considered in a suitable space of probability measures. We encompass the full and partial monitoring into the following more general setup. At stage n, players 1 and 2 choose respectively xn and zn in some compact and convex sets X and Z (both subsets of some Euclidean space). The outcome2 is Ñxn Ü Ñzn and the objective is a given target set E˜ ⇢ „4X ⇥ Z5. The link with the original game is that, at stage n, the actual payoff ên belongs to P4xn 1 zn 5, where P is some correspondence from X ⇥ Z into ✓k ; typically, depending whether the game at hand has full or partial monitoring, P = 8ê9 or P = p. In both cases, P is very regular, even linear with full monitoring. However, these assumptions are not required; from now on, we will assume that P is any convex Lipschitzian correspondence with convex compact values. 2



The term payoff will be devoted to the original game and not to this abstract one.
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Definition 1.1. A correspondence P from X ⇥ Z into ✓k has convex compact values if all sets P4x1 z5 are convex and compact. It is Lipschitzian if there exists some positive constant L > 0 such that P4x1 z5 is included in the Lò4x1 z5 É 4x0 1 z0 5ò-neighborhood of P4x0 1 z0 5, for every x1 x0 2 X and z1 z0 2 Z. It is convex if P4x1 ·5 has a convex graph, for every x 2 X. In particular, if P is a single-valued function (as with full monitoring), being Lipschitzian with convex compact values is equivalent to being a Lipschitzian mapping. And P is convex in the sense of Definition 1.1 if and only if P 4x1 ·5 is affine. It is easy to see that 8ê9 and p satisfy this assumption, see Perchet [23]. For technical reasons, we will actually let players choose at random xn 2 X and zn 2 Z accordingly to xn 2 „4X5 and zn 2 „4Z5. 1.4. The purely informative game and the links with the original game. We now define formally the purely informative game ‚˜ . It is described by two compact and convex subsets X and Z of some Euclidean space. If players 1 and 2 choose, at stage n, respectively xn 2 „4X5 and yn 2 „4Z5, then the outcome is àn = à4xn 1 zn 5 2= xn Ü zn 2 „4X ⇥ Z50 S A strategy ë of player 1 (resp. í of player 2) is a measurable mapping from n2 4„4X5 ⇥ „4Z55n to „4X5 (resp. to „4Z5) and a pair of strategies 4ë1 í5 induces a unique sequence 4xn 1 zn 5n2 . A closed set E˜ ⇢ „4X ⇥ Z5 is approachable by player 1 if for every ò > 0 there exist a strategy ë of player 1 and N 2 such that for every strategy í of player 2: 8n



N1



˜ 2= inf W2 4à¯n 1 à5  ò1 W2 4à¯n 1 E5 à2E˜



where à¯n is the average in the usual sense of the measures àm up to stage n and W2 is the (quadratic) Wasserstein distance3 —defined in §2. Excludability is defined in a similar way. The motivations behind the introduction of the purely informative game are that approachability in the original game is equivalent to the approachability of another well-chosen set in ‚˜ . This is stated formally in Proposition 1.1 below, but we first need some notations. Given E ⇢ ✓k and E˜ ⇢ „4X ⇥ Z5, we define the following sets: PÉ1 4E5 = à 2 „4X ⇥ Z53 Eà 6P7 ⇢ E ⇢ „4X ⇥ Z5



and



˜ = g 2 ✓k 3 g 2 Eà 6P71 à 2 E˜ ⇢ ✓k 0 P4E5



Proposition 1.1. (i) A set E ⇢ ✓k is approachable in ‚ if and only if PÉ1 4E5 ⇢ „4X ⇥ Z5 is approachable in ‚˜ ; ˜ ⇢ ✓k is approachable in ‚ ; and (ii) if a set E˜ ⇢ „4X ⇥ Z5 is approachable in ‚˜ , then the set P4E5 k É1 (iii) for every convex set C ⇢ ✓ , P 4C5 ⇢ „4X ⇥ Z5 is a ( possibly empty) convex set and for every convex ˜ is a convex set. set C˜ ⇢ „4X ⇥ Z5, P4C5 This result is rather intuitive but its proof is mainly technical; it is postponed to the appendix to keep some fluency. The converse statement of point (ii) does not hold. Consider the case where P = 809 and E˜ = 8x0 Ü z0 9 for ˜ = 809 is approachable but E˜ is not, since player 2 just has to play some x0 2 „4X5 and z0 2 „4Z5. Then P4E5 ˜ ˜ z1 6= z0 at each stage. This is a consequence of the usual inclusions P4PÉ1 4E55 ⇢ E and PÉ1 4P4E55 E0 Our first main contribution is a consequence of this proposition: it explains why there exist closed and convex sets that are neither approachable nor excludable with partial monitoring, a situation that cannot occur with full monitoring. An example of such a set C can be found in Perchet [24]. Using our notations, these phenomena happen simply because PÉ1 4C5 might be empty (as in the aforementioned example Perchet [24]), hence the concepts of approachability in ‚˜ and by extension in ‚ are vacuous. As it shall be proved later (see Theorem 3.1), ˜ are always either approachable or the guarantee for closed and convex sets is that only sets of the form P4C5 excludable. 3



For the definition of approachability, any distance metrizing the weak-? convergence of measures would be suitable. For the characterization of approachability—as we will demonstrate throughout the paper—the quadratic Wasserstein distance is very convenient.
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1.5. Technical difficulties of approachability in the purely informative game. After stating Proposition 1.1, it remains to provide necessary and sufficient conditions under which sets are approachable in the purely informative game (and hopefully to exhibit a simpler characterization for convex sets). We recall that Blackwell [7], Hou [17], and Spinat [29] proved that, in Euclidean spaces, a closed set E is approachable if and only if it contains a B-set, a concept defined in terms of proximal normals. Their definitions and the techniques of proof involved (as well as the condition (2) for convex sets) rely deeply on the Euclidean structure of ✓k . Two main difficulties emerge when working in the space of probability measures (or the Wasserstein space). —The first one is that the Wasserstein space is not a Hilbert space (results can be extended in these spaces in a more straightforward way Lehrer [18]). We will be cautious in defining proximal normals in the following §2.1. Informally, it somehow recovers a local Hilbertian structure (see also Ambrosio et al. [2]). —The second difficulty, already mentioned before, is that barycenters of probability measures can be defined in several ways. Taking averages in the usual sense as linear interpolations is a good a priori choice for approachability, because of Proposition 1.1. On the other hand, with respect to the structure of the Wassertein spaces, it might be more natural to consider instead the displacement convexity (see §4 for formal definitions). These different notions are consequences of two different types of perturbations of probability distributions that emerged in the study of partial differential equations, namely, the vertical perturbations (associated to linear interpolation used in §3) or the horizontal perturbations (associated with the displacement convexity used in §4), see Santambrogio [27] for more details. This naturally leads to the investigation of “displacement approachability.” Interestingly, it requires another definition of proximal normals (yet both are related thanks to Brenier’s theorem (Brenier [10])). It turns out that this alternative concept is stronger than the previous one for (at least) a given class of games that we call convex: indeed, we obtain explicit rates of convergence. Section 4 is devoted to these notions. 1.6. Organization of the remaining and main results. As mentioned before, working in the space of probability measures requires some knowledge on the Wasserstein distance and on proximal normals, recalled in §2. ˜ Using a first concept of proximal normals, we define B-sets in the purely informative game; the definition is closely related to the notion of B-set of Blackwell [7]. We prove the following in §3: ˜ —A closed set E˜ is approachable if and only if it contains a B-set (see Proposition 3.1). —A closed and convex set C˜ is either approachable or excludable; a simple characterization is provided (see Theorem 3.1). Combined with Proposition 1.1, we therefore obtained a complete characterization of approachable nonconvex sets with partial monitoring. Section 4 is devoted to displacement convexity, displacement approachability, and its applications to convex games. We also characterize displacement approachable sets (Theorem 4.1) and treat the case of displacement convex sets (Theorem 4.2). 2. Some preliminaries on Wasserstein distance and on normals. We define in this section the distance W2 already used in the introduction in a precise and concise way. We also introduce some material that will be used in the sequel. The reader can refer for this part to the books Villani [30], Dudley [13], and Ambrosio et al. [2]. For every å and ç in the set „2 4✓N 5 of measures with a finite moment of order 2 in ✓N , the (squared) Wasserstein distance between å and ç is defined by Z W22 4å1 ç5 2= inf òx É yò2 dÉ4x1 y5 (8) É2Á4å1 ç5 ✓N ⇥✓N



where Á4å1 ç5 is the set of probability measures É 2 „4✓N ⇥ ✓N 5 with first marginal å and second marginal ç. As a consequence of Kantorovitch duality (see, for instance, Dudley [13, Chapter 11.8] or Villani [30, Chapter 2]), an equivalent definition of W2 is Z Z W22 4å1 ç5 = sup J 4î1 ñ5 2= î då + ñ dç1 (9) 4î1 ñ52Ê



✓N



✓N



where Ê is the set of functions 4î1 ñ5 2 L1å 4✓N 1 ✓5 ⇥ L1ç 4✓N 1 ✓5 such that î4x5 + ñ4y5  òx É yò2 1 å Ü ç-as. We can even assume that Ê is reduced to the set of functions 4î1 î⇤ 5 such that, for some arbitrarily fixed x0 2 ✓ N , î⇤ 4x5 = inf òx É yò2 É î4y51 î = 4î⇤ 5⇤ 1 and î4x0 5 = 00 y2K
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If the supports of å and ç are included in a compact set K, then every function is 2òKò-Lipschitzian (where òKò is the diameter of K), and Arzela-Ascoli’s theorem implies that 4Ê1 òòà 5 is relatively compact. Actually, the infimum and supremum in (8) and (9) are achieved; we denote by Í4å1 ç5 the subset of Ê that maximizes J 4î1 î⇤ 5. Its elements are called Kantorovitch potentials from å to ç. Any probability measure É 2 „4✓2N 5 that achieves the minimum is an optimal plan from å to ç. Brenier’s theorem Brenier [10] states that if å ⇡ L (i.e., the probability measure å is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure L and has a strictly positive density), then there exist a unique optimal plan É and a unique convex Kantorovitch potential from å to ç. They satisfy dÉ4x1 y5 = då4x5Ñ8xÉÔ î4x59



or equivalently



É = 4Id ⇥4Id ÉÔ î55]å1



where for any Borel measurable mapping ñ2 ✓N ! ✓N with at most a linear growth, ñ]å 2 „4✓N 5 is the pushforward of å by ñ—also called the image probability measure of å by ñ. It is defined by ñ]å4A5 = å4ñ É1 4A551



8 A ⇢ ✓N 1 Borel measurable



or equivalently by: for every Borel measurable bounded map F 2 ✓N ! ✓: Z Z f d4ñ]å5 = f 4ñ4x55 då4x50 ✓N



✓N



A classical approximation result (see, e.g., Dudley [13]) is that for any convex compact K ⇢ ✓N with nonempty interior and any ò > 0, there exists „ò 4K5 a compact subset of „0 4K5 = 8å 2 „4K51 å ⇡ L9 such that, for every å 2 „4K5, W22 4å1 „ò 4K55  ò. So Brenier’s theorem [11] actually implies that Í is single valued and uniformly continuous on „ò 4K5 ⇥ „4K50



To be precise, uniqueness and then continuity are consequences of having nonzero densities. 2.1. Some geometrical properties of W2 . Blackwell’s approachability results rely deeply on the geometry of Euclidean spaces. One of our goals is to generalize the main arguments to the Wasserstein space. For instance, in Euclidean (and also Hilbert) spaces the projection on a closed-convex set can be characterized equivalently by the minimization of the distance or by the well-known scalar products condition. Lemma 4.1 (stated in §4) could be viewed as a way of writing this “scalar products condition” in the space of probability measures. Also, the generalization of the B-set condition requires suitable notions of projections and normals we introduce now. A measure å 2 „4K5 is a projection of å 2 „4K5 if W2 4å1 A5 2= inf à2A W2 4å1 à5 = W2 4å1 å5. Proximal normals can be then defined in two different ways, depending on the definition of W2 considered. —Proximal potential normal: a continuous function î 2 K ! ✓ is a proximal potential normal to A at å if î is a Kantorovitch potential from å to some å 2 „4K5, whose projection on A is å. NCpA 4 å5 = î 2 K ! ✓3 î proximal potential normals to A at å 0



—Proximal gradient normal (adapted from As Soulaimani [3]): a map p 2 L2å 4✓N 1 ✓N 5 is a proximal gradient normal to A at å if there exist å y A projecting on å and some optimal plan É 2 Á4 å1 å5 satisfying, for every Borel measurable map ñ2 ✓N ! ✓N with at most a linear growth, Z Z ìñ4x51 p4x5î d å4x5 = ìñ4x51 x É yî dÉ4x1 y50 ✓N



✓2N



We denote by P4É5 the set of such mappings p associated with É; its nonemptiness is ensured by the Riesz representation theorem (see Cardaliaguet and Quincampoix [11]). NCgA 4 å5 = p 2 L2å 4✓N 1 ✓N 53 p proximal gradient normals to A at å 0 Brenier’s theorem [10] implies that both definitions of proximal normals are, in some sense, quite close. Indeed, if A is a compact subset of „4K5 and å 2 A and å ⇡ L, then î 2 NCpA 4 å5 =) Ô î 2 NCgA 4 å50



A different (yet equivalent as we shall see) definition of proximal gradient normals appeared in the book of Ambrosio et al. [2]. Recall that in Euclidean spaces, a proximal normal to at x is a direction u such that x + ãu projects uniquely onto x for small enough ã > 0; the set of proximal normals can also be seen, following Rockafellar and Wets [25, Theorem 6.28], as the polar of the regular tangent cone at x. The concept of proximal gradient normal we use is an extension of the former definition into the Wasserstein space; on the other hand, the subdifferential statement of Ambrosio et al. [2] is more a generalization of the latter characterization. Lemma 4.1 somehow conciliates both notions.
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3. Approachability in the purely informative game. The definition of proximal potential normals gives to W2 a structure close to a Hilbert. This enables the extension of the definition of a B-set. It will then be possible to prove that containing one is a necessary and sufficient approachability condition (Proposition 3.1), and finally to obtain a simple characterization of approachable convex sets (Theorem 3.1). ˜ ˜ 3.1. A necessary and sufficient condition: Containing a B-set. The following definition of B-set extends the original concept of B-set. ˜ ˜ there exist à 2 ÁE˜ 4à5, î 2 Í4 à1 à5, Definition 3.1. A set E˜ ⇢ „4X ⇥ Z5 is a B-set if for every à not in E, and x4= x4à55 2 „4X5 such that Z î d4 à É x Ü z5  01 8 z 2 „4Z50 X⇥Z



Or stated in terms of proximal potential normals:



˜ 8 î 2 NCp˜ 4 à51 9 x 2 „4X51 8 à 2 E1 E



8 z 2 „4Z51



Z



X⇥Z



î d4 à É x Ü z5  00



It is indeed the natural extension of B-sets because of the following proposition. Proposition 3.1.



˜ A set E˜ ⇢ „4X ⇥ Z5 is approachable if and only if it contains a B-set.



˜ Proof. We only prove here the sufficiency, i.e., a B-set is approachable by player 1 (by adapting the ideas of Blackwell [7] to our framework). Again, we postpone the proof of the necessary part (almost identical to the Euclidean case) to the appendix to keep fluency. Let ò > 0 be fixed. For every probability distribution à 2 „4X ⇥ Z5, we denote by à ò 2 „ò 4X ⇥ Z5 any arbitrary approximation of à such that W22 4à1 à ò 5  ò. ò ˜ Consider the strategy ë ò of player 1 that plays, at stage n 2 , x4à¯nÉ1 5 given by the definition of a B-set, ò ò ò ò where à¯nÉ1 is the average of the n É 1 first 4àm 5 . Then, if we denote by ànÉ1 the projection of à¯nÉ1 over E˜ and ˜ let wn = W22 4à¯nò 1 E5, ✓ ◆ n É 1 ¯ò àò ò ò ˜  W22 4à¯nò 1 ànÉ1 wn = W22 4à¯nò 1 E5 5 = W2 ànÉ1 1 ànÉ1 + n n n ✓ ◆ Z Z n É 1 ¯ò ànò ò ⇤ = sup î d ànÉ1 + î d à + n nÉ1 n X⇥Z î2z X⇥Z ✓ ◆ Z Z n É 1 ¯ò ànò ò ⇤ = în d ànÉ1 + în d à + n nÉ1 n X⇥Z X⇥Z ✓ ◆ Z nÉ1 1 Z ò  wnÉ1 + în d ànÉ1 + î⇤n dànò 1 n n X⇥Z X⇥Z



ò ò where în is the optimal Kantorovitch potential from ànÉ1 to 44n É 15/n5à¯nÉ1 + ànò /n. Let us denote by î0 the ò ò ò optimal Kantorovitch potential from ànÉ1 to à¯nÉ1 and by ó 4·5 the modulus of continuity of Í restricted to the compact set E˜ ⇥ „ò 4X ⇥ Z5. The definition of W22 implies that ✓ ◆ n É 1 ¯ò àò 1 4òX ⇥ Zò2 ò ò W22 à¯nÉ1 1 ànÉ1 + n  W22 4à¯nÉ1 1 ànò 5  1 n n n n p therefore òî0 É în òà  óò 42òXò/ n5 and ✓ ◆ ✓ ◆ Z nÉ1 1 Z 2 2òX ⇥ Zò ò wn  wnÉ1 + î0 d ànÉ1 + î⇤0 dànò + ó 0 p n n X⇥Z n n X⇥Z R R Recall that ànò is such that that X⇥Z î0 dàn + X⇥Z î⇤0 dànò  W22 4àn 1 ànò 1 5  ò, therefore ✓ ◆ ✓ ◆ Z nÉ1 1 Z 2 2òX ⇥ Zò ò ò wn  wnÉ1 + î0 d ànÉ1 É î0 dàn + ó + 0 p n n X⇥Z n n n X⇥Z
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˜ Since E˜ is a B-set and because of the choice of xn 2 „4X5, for every zn 2 „4Z5, thus ✓ ◆ nÉ1 2 2òX ⇥ Zò ò wn  wnÉ1 + óò + p n n n n



R



X⇥Z



ò î0 d4 ànÉ1 É xn Ü zn 5  0,
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and this yields, by induction, that



˜  W22 4à¯nò 1 E5



✓ ◆ n 1 2 ¯ò 2X ò 2òX ⇥ Zò ˜ W 4à 1 1 E5 + ó + ò0 p n 2 n m=1 k



p Since óò 42òX ⇥ Zò/ k5 converges to 0 when k goes to infinity, then wn is asymptotically smaller than ò. The ˜  W2 4à¯nò 1 E5 ˜ + ò implies that E˜ is approachable by player 1. É fact that W2 4à¯n 1 E5 3.2. Characterization of convex approachable sets. There also exists in ‚˜ a complete and simpler characterization of approachable convex sets. Theorem 3.1. A closed and convex set C˜ is approachable if and only if ˜ 8 z 2 „4Z51 9 x 2 „4X51 à4x1 z5 = x Ü z 2 C0 Any convex set C˜ is either approachable by player 1 or excludable by player 2. Proof. Once again, we will follow the idea of Blackwell. First assume that there exists z such that, for every ˜ The application x 7! W2 4à4x1 z51 C5 ˜ is continuous on the compact set „4X5, therefore x 2 „4X5, à4x1 z5 y C. ˜ there exists Ñ > 0 such that W22 4à4x1 z51 C5 Ñ. The strategy of player 2 that consists in playing z at every stage ˜ ensures that àn = xn Ü z, à¯n = x¯ n Ü z = à4¯xn 1 z5 and W22 4à¯n 1 C5 Ñ > 0. Therefore C˜ is excludable by player 2 and not approachable by player 1. ˜ We claim that this Reciprocally, assume that for every z 2 „4Z5, there exists x 2 „4X5 such that à4x1 z5 2 C. ˜ implies that C˜ is a B-set. Let à¯ be a probability measure that does not belong to C˜ and assume (for the moment) that à¯ ⇡ ã. Denote ˜ by à 2 C˜ any of its projection then, by definition of the projection and convexity of C: ¯  W 2 441 É ã5 à + ãx Ü z1 à5 ¯ W2 4 à1 à5 2 Z Z = sup î d441 É ã5 à + ãx Ü z5 + î2z



X⇥Z



X⇥Z



î⇤ dà¯ = sup î2z



Z



Z



X⇥Z



îdà +



Z



X⇥Z



î⇤ dà¯



î d4 à É x Ü z5 Z Z Z Z = îã d à + î⇤ã dà¯ É ã îã d4 à É x Ü z5  î0 d à + î⇤0 dà¯ X⇥Z X⇥Z X⇥Z X⇥Z X⇥Z Z Z ¯ à5 É ã Éã îã d4 à É x Ü z5 = W 2 4à1 îã d4 à É x Ü z51 Éã Z



X⇥Z



2



X⇥Z



X⇥Z



¯ Therefore, for every ã > 0, where îã (resp. î0 ) is the unique potential from 41 É ã5 à + ãx Ü z (resp. à) to à. R ã X⇥Z îã d4 à É x Ü z5  0. Dividing by ã > 0 yields Z îã d4 à É x Ü z5  01 8 ã > 00 X⇥Z



Since 41 É ã5 à + ãx Ü z converges to à, any accumulation point of 4îã 5ã>0 has to belong (for every x and z) ¯ = 8î0 9. Stated differently, given î0 2 Í4 à1 à5, ¯ one has to Í4 à1 à5 Z max min gî0 4x1 z5 2= max min î0 d4 à É x Ü z5  00 z2„4Z5 x2„4X5



z2„4Z5 x2„4X5 X⇥Z



The function gî0 is linear in both of its variable, so Sion’s theorem (Sion [28]) implies that max min gî0 4x1 z5 = min max gî0 4x1 z51



z2„4Z5 x2„4X5



˜ hence C˜ is a B-set.



x2„4X5 z2„4Z5
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¯ Assume now that à¯ 62 „0 4X ⇥ Z5 and let à¯n 2 „1/n 4X ⇥ Z5 be a sequence of measures that converges to à, ¯ 4 àn 5n2 a sequence of their projections, and în 2 Í4 àn 1 àn 5. By compactness, there exist à and î0 such that subsequences of àn and în converge respectively to them. Necessarily, à is a projection of à¯ onto C˜ and î0 ¯ Therefore belongs to Í4 à1 à5. Z



X⇥Z



˜ and C˜ is a B-set. É



î0 d4 à É x Ü z5 = lim



Z



n!à X⇥Z



în d4 à É x Ü z5  01



4. Displacement approachability and convex games. In this section, we introduce the notions of displacement interpolation and convexity (see, e.g., Villani [30] for more details) that will play the role of classic linear interpolation and convexity. Given å, ç 2 „2 4✓N 5 and t 2 601 17, a displacement interpolation between å and ç at time t is defined by åˆ t = ët ]É, where É 2 Á4å1 ç5 is an optimal plan and ët is the mapping defined by ët 4x1 y5 = 41 É t5x + ty. ˆ every t 2 601 17 and optimal plan É 2 Á4å1 ç5, ët ]É 2 C. ˆ A set Cˆ is displacement convex if for every å1 ç 2 C, 4.1. An alternative informative game based on displacement convexity. Let ‚ˆ be a new game defined as follows. At stage n 2 , player 1 (resp. player 2) chooses xn 2 X (resp. yn 2 Z) and the payoff is àn = Ñxn Ü Ñyn = Ñ4xn 1 yn 5 2 „4X ⇥ Z5. We do not consider average payoffs in the usual sense (i.e., by linear interpolation as in ‚˜ ) but we define a sequence of recursive interpolation by àˆn+1 = ë1/4n+15 ]Én+1 1



where Én+1 2 Á4àˆn 1 àn+1 5 is an optimal plan.



By induction, and using the fact that we only consider Dirac masses, one has àˆn = Ñx¯n ÜÑy¯n . Indeed, àˆ1 = Ñx1 ÜÑy1 and à2 = Ñx2 Ü Ñy2 therefore (for n = 2, but it extends immediately to n 2 ) É2 = 4Ñx1 Ü Ñy1 5 Ü 4Ñx1 Ü Ñy1 5 and



àˆ2 = ë1/2 ]É2 = Ñ4x1 +x2 5/2 Ü Ñ4y1 +y2 5/2 0



The technical difficulties are different when considering displacement or linear convexity. Here, it is not required to let players choose x 2 „4X5 and z 2 „4Z5 to get linearity in outcomes; it emerges at no cost even with X and Z for action spaces. Definition 4.1. A closed set Eˆ ⇢ „4X ⇥ Z5 is displacement approachable by player 1 if for every ò > 0, there exist a strategy ë of player 1 and N 2 such that for every strategy í of player 2: 8n



N1



ˆ  ò0 W2 4 àˆ n 1 E5



ˆ In this framework, we use proximal gradient normals to define a B-set. ˆ ˆ there exist a projection Definition 4.2. A closed subset Eˆ ⇢ „4X ⇥ Z5 is a B-set if for every à not in E, à 2 ÁEˆ 4å5, p¯ 2 NPEgˆ 4 à5, and x = x4à5 2 „4X5 such that for every y 2 Z, there exists an optimal plan É4x1 y5 2 Á4 à1 Ñx Ü Ñy 5 and p4x1 y5 2 P4É4x1 y55 such that ìp1 ¯ p4x1 y5îL2 4 à5  0. ˆ This notion of B-set is another extension of Blackwell’s concept because of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. ˆ ˆ Theorem 4.1. A set Eˆ is displacement approachable in ‚ˆ if and only if it contains a B-set. Given a B-set, p ˆ ˆ ˆ the strategy described by xn+1 = x4àn 5 ensures that W2 4àn 1 E5  K/ n for some K > 0. Proof. Assume that player 1 plays, at stage n, xn = x4àˆnÉ1 5 and denote by àn = Ñxn Ü Ñyn the outcome at stage n. For every n 2 , the displacement average outcome is àˆn = Ñx¯n Ü Ñy¯n = Ñ4x¯n 1 y¯n 5 . ˆ then the optimal plan from àn to àˆn is àn Ü àˆn . So the If we denote by àn 2 Eˆ the projection of àˆ n on E, proximal normal p¯ n 2 NPEˆ 4 àn 5 is defined by p¯ n 4é5 = é É 4x¯n 1 y¯n 5. Similarly, àn Ü 4Ñxn+1 1 yn+1 5 is an optimal plan ˆ from àn to Ñxn+1 Ü Ñyn+1 , thus if we define pn+1 4é5 = é É 4xn+1 1 yn+1 5, the assumption that Eˆ is a B-set (along ˆ with the choice of xn+1 = x4àn 5) ensures that ìp¯ n 1 pn+1 î àn  0.
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ˆ  W22 4àˆn+1 1 àn 5, which satisfies As usual, we note that W22 4àˆn+1 1 E5
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W22 4àˆn+1 1 àn 5 =



Z



4X⇥Z52



òx É éò2 dàˆn+1 Ü àn =



Z



Z



X⇥Z



ò4x¯n+1 1 y¯n+1 5 É éò2 d àn 4é5 2



n 1 = 4x¯n 1 y¯n 5 + 4x 1 y 5 É é d àn 4é5 n + 1 n+1 n+1 X⇥Z n + 1 ✓ ◆2 Z n = ò4x¯n 1 y¯n 5 É éò2 d àn 4é5 n+1 X⇥Z ✓ ◆2 Z 1 + ò4xn+1 1 yn+1 5 É éò2 d àn 4é5 n+1 X⇥Z Z n +2 ì4x¯ 1 y¯ 5 É é1 4xn+1 1 yn+1 É é5î d àn 4é50 2 4n + 15 X⇥Z n n Therefore W22 4àˆn+1 1 àn 5 =



✓



◆2 1 W22 4àn+1 1 àn 5 n+1 ✓ ◆2 ✓ ◆2 n n K 2 ˆ ˆ +2 ì p ¯ 1 p î  W 4 à 1 E5 + 0 n 2 4n + 152 n n+1 àn n+1 n+1 n n+1



◆2



W22 4àˆn 1 àn 5 +



✓



We conclude by induction over n 2 . We sketch the proof of the necessary part. Conclusions of Lemma 5.1 (delayed to the appendix and already used in the proof of Theorem 3.1) hold in ‚ˆ and the proof of the first two points are identical. Hence, it ˆ remains to prove the third point, i.e., that a set which is not a B-set has a secondary point. We recall that, such a point is characterized by the existence of Ñ > 0, z 2 Z, and a continuous function ã2 X ! 401 17 satisfying ˆ W2 4ã4x5à + 41 É ã4x55Ñx Ü Ñz 1 E5 Ñ for every x 2 X (see Definition B.1 also in the appendix). Let à¯ be not ˆ à one of its projection on E, ˆ and p¯ 2 NCgˆ 4 à5 the associated proximal normals such that in E, E 8 x 2 X1 9 y 2 Z1



ì p1 p4x1 y5î à =



Z



X⇥Z



ìp4é51 ¯ é É 4x1 y5î d à > 00



Sion’s theorem [28] implies the existence of Ñ > 0 and y 2 Z such that for every x 2 X, ìp1 p4x1 y5î à Ñ. If we denote by àã = 4Id1 ëã 5] àn Ü àn+1 , then using the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 4.1, we show that 2 ãÑ ¯ àã 5  W2 4à1 ¯ à5 + Kã É 2ãÑ  W2 4à1 ¯ à5 É W2 4à1 ¯ ¯ à5 2W2 4à1 à5 2W2 4à1



for ã small enough. Hence à is a secondary point. É The following theorem is the characterization of displacement convex approachable sets. Theorem 4.2. A closed and displacement convex set Cˆ is approachable by player 1 in ‚ˆ if and only if ˆ à4x1 y5 = Ñx Ü Ñy 2 C0



8 y 2 Z1 9 x 2 X1



A closed and displacement convex set Cˆ is either approachable by player 1 or excludable by player 2. The proof is based on the following crucial lemma that extends to Wasserstein space the usual characterization of the projection on a convex set in an Euclidean space (and, as a by-product, it conciliates our definition of proximal gradient normal with the previously existing one Ambrosio et al. [2]). Lemma 4.1. Let X be a compact subset of ✓N and A be a displacement convex subset of „4X5. Fix à 2 A. Then for all p¯ 2 NCgA 4 å5 and all à1 2 A, we have 8 É 2 Á4 à1 à1 51 8 p 2 P4É51



Z



✓N



ìp4x51 ¯ p4x5î d à4x5 2= ìp1 ¯ pî à  00



(10)
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Proof. Let us consider à1 à1 2 A and p¯ 2 NPAg 4 à5. We denote by à y A the measure outside A and É 2 Á4 à1 à5 the optimal plan given by the definition of proximal gradient normals. Define É 0 = T ]É, where T 2 4x1 y5 7! 4y1 x5, so that É 0 is obviously an optimal plan from à to à. Let É˜ 2 Á4 à1 à1 5 be an optimal plan from à to à1 and for any ã 2 601 17, we define àã 2= ëã ]É˜ and É˜ã = ˜ which belongs respectively to the displacement convex set A and to Á4 à1 àã 5. 4Id1 ëã 5]É, By the disintegration of measureR theorem (see, e.g., Villani [30]) for any y 2 ✓N , there exists a probability measure É˜ã1y on ✓N such that É˜ã = ✓N 4Ñy Ü É˜ã1 y 5 à 4dy5, which means that for any continuous bounded function u4y1 é52 ✓2N 7! ✓, Z Z Z u4y1 é5É˜ã 4dy1 dé5 = u4y1 é5É˜ã1 y 4dé5 à 4dy50 ✓2N



✓N



We define Éˆ 2 Á4à1 àã 5 by



Z



8 î 2 Cb 1



✓2N



î dÉˆ =



Z



✓3N



✓N



î4x1 é5É˜ã1 y 4dé5É 0 4dx1 dy50



Since àã 2 A and Éˆ 2 Á4à1 àã 5, we obtain Z W22 4à1 à5  W22 4à1 àã 5  òx É éò2 dÉˆ ✓2N Z = òx É éò2 É˜ã1 y 4dé5É 0 4dx1 dy5 ✓3N Z Z = òx É yò2 É˜ã1 y 4dé5É 0 4dx1 dy5 + 2 ìx É y1 y É éîÉ˜ã1 y 4dé5É 0 4dx1 dy5 ✓3N ✓3N Z + òy É éò2 É˜ã1 y 4dé5É 0 4dx1 dy5 = a + b + c1 ✓3N



where a, b, and c denote respectively the three integral terms in the above equality. It remains to estimate the three terms a, b, and c. Z a= òx É yò2 É 0 4dx1 dy5 = W22 4à1 à50 ✓2N Z ⌧ Z b=2 x É y1 4y É é5É˜ã1 y 4dé5 É 0 4dx1 dy5 ✓2N



=2



Z



✓2N



= É2 = É2 = É2 = É2



⌧



✓N



y É x1



Z ⌧



Z



✓N



Z



4x É é5É˜ã1 x 4dé5 É 4dx1 dy5 4x É é5É˜ã1 x 4dé5 à 4dx5



✓N



p4x51 ¯



✓2N



ìp4x51 ¯ x É éîÉ˜ã1 x 4dé5 à 4dx5



✓2N



ìp4x51 ¯ x É éîÉ˜ã 4dx1 dé5



Z Z Z



✓2N



= É2ã



Z



✓N



(by definition de É 0 )



(from the definition of p) ¯



(by the disintegration formula)



ìp4x51 ¯ x É 641 É ã5x + ãéîÉ˜ 4dx1 dé5 (by definition ofÉ˜ã 5 Z ìp4x51 ¯ x É zîÉ˜ 4dx1 dé5 = É2ã ìp4x51 ¯ p4x5î à 4dx50



✓2N



✓2N



And this holds for any p 2 P4 à1 à0 5. The disintegration of measure theorem together with the definition of É˜ yield Z Z ˜ é5 = ã2 ˜ é51 c= òy É 641 É ã5y + ãé7ò2 dÉ4y1 òy É éò2 dÉ4y1 ✓2N



✓2N



hence c = ã2 W22 4 à1 à1 5. Summarizing our estimates, we have obtained Z W22 4à1 à5  W22 4à1 à5 É ã



✓2N



2ìp4x51 ¯ p4x5î à 4dx5 + ã2 W22 4 à1 à1 50
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Thus, for any ã 2 401 15,



0  ã2 W 4 à1 à1 5 É 2ã



Z



ìp4x51 ¯ p4x5î à 4dx50



✓2N +
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Dividing firstly by ã > 0 and letting secondly ã tend to 0 , this gives the wished conclusion.



É



Proof of Theorem 4.2. Let à be any measure not in E˜ and denote by à 2 ÁCˆ 4à5 any of its projection and p¯ 2 NPCˆ 4 à5, associated to some É¯ 2 Á4 à1 à5, any proximal normal. For every x 2 X and y 2 Z, the only optimal plan from à to Ñx Ü Ñy is Éˆ = à Ü 4Ñx Ü Ñy 5. The function h2 X ⇥ Z defined by Z ˆ y5 h4x1 y5 = ì p4u51 u É vî dÉ4x1 4X⇥Z52



is affine in both of its variable since ⌧Z Z h4x1 y5 = ìp4u51 ¯ uî d à4u5 É X⇥Z



where



é¯ =



Z



X⇥Z



X⇥Z



ìp4u51 ¯ uî d à4u5



p4u5d ¯ à4u51 4x1 y5 = é¯ É ìé1 4x1 y5î1



and



é=



Z



X⇥Z



p4u5d ¯ à4u50



Since for every y 2 Z, there exists x 2 X such that Ñx Ü Ñy 2 C, Proposition 4.1 implies that for every y 2 Z, there exists x 2 X such that h4x1 y5  0. X and Z are compact sets, therefore Sion’s theorem [28] implies that ˆ there exists x 2 X such that h4x1 y5 for every y 2 Z. Hence Cˆ is a B-set and is approachable by player 1. Reciprocally, assume that there exists z 2 Z such that Ñx Ü Ñz 62 Cˆ for every x 2 X. Since X is compact, ˆ there exists á > 0 such that inf x2X W2 4Ñx Ü Ñz 1 C5 á. The strategy of player 2 that consists of playing at each ˜ ˆ Therefore it is not approachable by stage Ñz ensures that àn = Ñx¯n Ü Ñz is always at, at least, Ñ > 0 from C. player 1. É 4.2. Convex games. Displacement approachability turns out to be very useful for the specific class of games called convex games, which have the following property: for every q 2 „4X ⇥ Z5, Z ⇧q 6P7 = P4x1 z5 dq4x1 z5 ⇢ P4⇧q 6x71 ⇧q 6z750 X⇥Z



For instance, this reduces in games with full monitoring to ⇧q 6ê7 = ê4⇧q 6x71 ⇧q 6z75.



Example 4.1. The following game where the payoffs of player 1 are given by the matrix on the left and signals by the matrix on the right, is convex. L T B



C



R



L C R



401 É15 411 É25 421 É45 411 05



T



421 É15 431 É35



a a b



B a a b



In this game, I = 8T 1 B9, J = 8L1 C1 R9, and S = 8a1 b9. If player 1 receives the signal a, he does not know whether player 2 used the action L or C. Consider any set E ⇢ ✓d and assume that PÉ1 4E5 is displacement approachable by player 1. Since àˆn = Ñx¯n Ü Ñy¯n , the convexity of the game implies that ⇧à¯n 6P7 ⇢ ⇧àˆn 6P7, and thus PÉ1 4E5 is also approachable in the sense of ‚˜ . The use of displacement approachability Provides, however, explicit and optimal bounds (stated in Theorem 4.1 above) for convex games, which is another motivation to the study of this notion of convexity, this special case. 5. Concluding remarks. Action spaces in ‚˜ were taken to be „4X5 and „4Z5 to recover some linearity. ˜ Assume now that players are restricted to X and Z; then a B-set could be defined as Z ˜ 8 î 2 NCp˜ 4 à51 9 x 2 X1 8 y 2 Z1 8 à 2 E1 î d4 à É Ñx Ü Ñy 5  00 E X⇥Z



˜ The proof of the sufficient part of Proposition 3.1 does not change when we add this assumption, i.e., a B-set remains approachable. On the other hand, the proofs of the necessary part and of Theorem 3.1 are no longer valid.
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Similarly, assume that in ‚ˆ players can choose action in „4X5 and „4Z5 and, at stage n 2 , the outcome is àn = xn Ü zn . Strictly speaking, given such outcomes that might not be absolutely continuous with respect to ã, the sequence of interpolation àˆn may not be unique. However, we can assume that the game begins at stage 2 and that à1 = ã/ã4X ⇥ Z5; then, see, e.g., Villani [30, Proposition 5.9], àˆ2 ⇡ ã and is unique. By induction, ˆ the sequence of àˆn is unique. Once again, using the same proof, we can show that a B-set is displacement approachable, but we cannot extend the necessary part nor the characterization of displacement approachable convex sets. Finally, we would like to mention that the core idea behind the purely informative game has been recently used (in a follow-up paper Mannor et al. [21]) to construct efficient approachability algorithms under the additional assumption that P is linear (or at least piecewise linear). Rates of convergence are also proved to be dimension independent, as in the full monitoring case. We strongly believe that these techniques (maybe up to some minor adaptations) will lead to the construction of optimal approachability algorithms with partial monitoring, which is still an important open problem. Acknowledgments. This work has been partially supported by The Network [CNRS GDR 2932] “Théorie des Jeux: Modélisation mathématiques et Applications” by the Commission of the European Communities under the 7th Framework Programme Marie Curie Initial Training Networks Project “Deterministic and Stochastic Controlled Systems and Applications” [FP7-PEOPLE-2007-1-1-ITN, 213841-2] and [Project SADCO, FP7-PEOPLE-2010-ITN, 264735]. This was also supported partially by the French National Research Agency [ANR-10-BLAN 0112]. Appendix A. Proof of Proposition 1.1. The third point of Proposition 1.1 being obvious, we only need to prove that if ˜ ⇢ ✓k is approachable in ‚ (see Step 1) and that if E ⇢ ✓k is approachable in ‚ , E˜ ⇢ „4X ⇥Z5 is approachable in ‚˜ , then P4E5 É1 then P 4E5 ⇢ „4X ⇥ Z5 is also approachable (see Step 2). The remaining easily follows from the fact that P4PÉ1 4E55 ⇢ E. ¯ ⇢ ✓k and P4 à5 ⇢ ✓k by W1 4à1 ¯ à5, the Step 1. The proof consists in controlling the distance between any two sets P4à5 ¯ 1-Wasserstein distance between à1 à 2 „4X ⇥ Z5 defined by Z Z ¯ à5 = inf W1 4à1 òó É ó0 ò dÉ4ó1 ó0 5 = sup î4dà¯ É d à5 = inf ⇧6òU É V ò71 ¯ à5 X⇥Z É2Á4à1



¯ ⇠à U ⇠à1V



î2Lip1 4X⇥Z1✓5 X⇥Z



where Lip1 4X ⇥ Z1 ✓5 is the set of 1-Lipschitzian functions from X ⇥ Z to ✓. Jensen’s inequality and the probabilistic ¯ à5  W2 4à1 ¯ à5. interpretation imply that W1 4à1 Let L > 0 be the Lipschitz constant of P. The Lipschitz selection theorem (see Aubin and Frankowska [5, Theorem 9.5.3]) gives the existence of a constant c > 0 such that P4x1 z5 is the convex hull of every cL-Lipschitz selection of P. Thus, we can write P4x1 z5 = co8pä 4x1 z53 ä 2 K9, where K is the set of such selections pä . By convexity of the integral (see, e.g., Klein and Thompson [15, Theorem 18.1.19]), we obtain ⇢Z Z Z ¯ ä2K 0 P4x1 z5 dà¯ = co8pä 4x1 z53 ä 2 K9 dà¯ = co pä 4x1 z5 dà3 X⇥Z



X⇥Z



Every mappings pä is cL-Lipschitzian, so ✓Z ◆ ✓Z ¯ d pä 4x1 z5 dà1 ⇧ à 6P7  d X⇥Z



p



X⇥Z



X⇥Z



¯ pä 4x1 z5 dà1



Z



X⇥Z



◆



pä 4x1 z5 d à 



p ¯ à5 kcLW2 4à1



¯ à5. In particular, à¯ = à¯n and à 2 ÁE˜ 4à¯n 5 give kcLW2 4à1 p p ˜ = d4⇧à¯ 6P71 P4E55 ˜  d4⇧à¯ 6P71 ⇧ à 6P75  kcLW2 4à¯n 1 à5 = kcLW2 4à¯n 1 E50 ˜ d4P¯ n 1 P4E55 n n



˜  d4⇧à¯ 6P71 ⇧ à 6P75  and d4⇧à¯ 6P71 P4E55



Step 2. Since P4x1 ·5 is convex, allowing player 2 to play any action in „4Z5 does not make the game harder for player 1. Thus we can assume that at stage n 2 , player 1 observes zn 2 „4Z5. The set E is approachable in ‚ , so for every ò, there exists a strategy ëò and Nò 2 such that for every n Nò and strategy í of player 2, d4P¯ n 1 E5 = d4⇧à¯n 6P71 E5  ò or, stated otherwise, à¯n 2 PÉ1 4E ò 5. As ò goes to zero, the sequence of compact sets PÉ1 4E ò 5 converges to PÉ1 4E5 thus they are included, for every Ñ > 0 and ò  òÑ , in its Ñ-neighborhood PÉ1 4E5Ñ . Therefore PÉ1 4E5 is approachable. É Appendix B. Proof of the necessary part of Theorem 3.1. The necessary part of Theorem 3.1 is an immediate consequence of Lemma 5.1, inspired from Spinat [29]; it requires the following definition. Definition B.1. A point à 2 „4X ⇥ Z5 is Ñ-secondary for E˜ if there exists a corresponding couple: a point z 2 „4Z5 ˜ and a continuous function ã2 „4X5 ! 401 17 such that minx2„4X5 W2 4ã4x5à + 41 É ã4x55x Ü z1 E5 Ñ. A point à is secondary ˜ ˜ to E if there exists Ñ > 0 such that x is Ñ-secondary to E. ˜ ⇢ E˜ the subset of primary points to E˜ (i.e., points of E˜ that are not secondary). We denote by ⇣ 4E5
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Lemma B.1 (Spinat [29]). (i) Any approachable compact set contains a minimal approachable set; (ii) A minimal approachable set is a fixed point of ⇣ ; ˜ (iii) A fixed point of ⇣ is a B-set. Proof. (i) Let B = 8B˜ ⇢ E˜ ó B˜ is an approachable compact set9 be a nonempty family ordered by inclusion. Every fully ordered subset of B has a minorant B˜ , the intersection of every elements of the subset, that belongs to B as it is an ˜ Zorn’s lemma yields that B contains at least one minimal element. approachable compact subset of E. ˜ ˜ hence a minimal approachable set is necessarily a fixed point (ii) We claim that if E is approachable, then so is ⇣ 4E5, of ⇣ . Indeed, if à is Ñ-secondary, there exists an open neighborhood V of à such that every point of V is Ñ/2-secondary, ˜ is a compact subset of E. ˜ because of the continuity of W2 . Hence ⇣ 4E5 Let à0 be a Ñ-secondary point of an approachable set E˜ and z1 ã the associated pair given in Definition B.1. Let ò < Ñ/4 ˜ We will show that and consider ë a strategy of player 1 that ensures that à¯n is, after some stage N 2 , closer than ò to E. ˜ à¯n must be close to à0 only a finite number of times; so player 1 can approach E\8à9. Indeed, assume that there exists a stage m 2 such that W2 4à¯m 1 à0 5  Ñ/4 and consider the strategy of player 2 that consists in playing repeatedly z from this stage on. It is clear that (if m is big enough) after some stage à¯ will be Ñ/2-closed to ã4¯xn1 m 5à0 + 41 É ã4¯xn1 m 55¯xn1 m Ü z, ˜ where x¯ n1 m is the average action played by player 1 between stage m and m + n. Therefore W2 4à¯n 1 E5 Ñ/2 > ò and since ¯ ˜ W2 4àn 1 à0 5 can be bigger than Ñ/4 only a finite number of times, the strategy of player 1 approaches E\8à9. This is true for ˜ any secondary point, so player 1 can approach ⇣ 4E5. ¯ ˜ ¯ ¯ ˜ (iii) Assume that E˜ is not a B-set: there R exists à 62 E such that for any projection à 2 ÁE˜ 4à5, any î 2 Í4 à1 à5 and any x 2 „4X5, there exists z 2 „4Z5 such that X⇥Z î d4 à É x Ü z5 > 0. This Rlast expression is linear in x and z, so Von Neumann’s minmax theorem imply that there exists z4= z4 à1 î55 and Ñ such that X⇥Z î d4 à É x Ü z5 Ñ > 0 for every x 2 „4X5. ¯ We can assume that à¯ 2 „0 4X ⇥ Z5. Otherwise, let 4à¯n 2 „1/n 4X ⇥ Z55n2 be a sequence of measures that converges to à, 4 àn 5n2 a sequence of projection of à¯n onto E˜ and în0 2 Í4à¯n 1 àn 5. Up to two extractions, we can assume that àn converges ¯ à0 5. Therefore, for n big enough and for every x 2 „4X5, to à0 a projection of à¯ and în0 converges to î0 2 Í4à1 0



Ñ Z  în0 d4 àn É x Ü z4 à0 1 î0 55 2 X⇥Z



R since the right member converges to X⇥Z î0 d4 à0 É x Ü z4 à0 1 î0 55 Ñ. For every ã 2 601 17 and x 2 „4X5, we denote by îã1x the unique (we assumed that à¯ ⇡ L) Kantorovitch potential such that Z Z ¯ = W 2 441 É ã5 à + ãx Ü z1 à5 îã1 x d441 É ã5 à + ãx Ü z5 + î⇤ dà¯ 2



=



Z



X⇥Z



X⇥Z



îã1 x d à +



Z



X⇥Z



î⇤ã1 x dà¯ É ã



Z



X⇥Z



X⇥Z



ã1 x



îã1 x d4 à É x Ü z50



Since 4ã1 x5 7! îã1 x is continuous, îã1 x converges to î0 for every x 2 „4X5, which is compact. Hence there exists ã 2 401 17 such that Z X⇥Z



4îã1 x É î0 5 d4 à É x Ü z5  Ñ/41



8 ã  ã1 8 x 2 „4X50



¯ 41 É ã5 à + ãx Ü z552  4W2 4à1 ¯ à552 É ã4Ñ/45 so Therefore, one has 4W2 4à1 ¯ 41 É ã5 à + ãx Ü z5  W2 4à1 ¯ à5 É W2 4à1



ãÑ ¯ à5 É á1 2= W2 4à1 ¯ à5 8W2 4à1



˜ ˜ which implies that W2 441 É ã5 à + ãx Ü z1 E5 á and à is á-secondary to E. ˜ Consequently, a fixed point of ⇣ , i.e., a set without any secondary point, is necessarily a B-set.



É
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